


A war-weary group of G.I.s  who are sent  
into a French village to find out why a  
previous scout patrol never returned, soon find  
themselves fighting for their lives against a  
family of vampires who’ve been feeding off the 
battlefields.

LOGLINE



This concept has enormous commercial and franchise potential and offers  
audiences a thrilling, chilling and explosive experience.  

The mixed genre experience of a Vampire/Monster movie set in WWII has  
never been done before and we believe the story itself makes for a tension-filled  
horror ride, aimed at (but not limited to) audiences that appreciated similar 
genre pieces such as 30 DAYS OF NIGHT, ALIENS, WOLF CREEK. 

The story’s setup is similar to 30 DAYS OF NIGHT whereby due to the outside 
circumstances, i.e. days without light or so much death that killing can go  
undetected, bring about the same results –

Christmas for Vampires.

WHEN THE WORLD 
IS AT WAR, EVIL WINS



THE HOOK
The backstory of the monster in this horror tale is that they 
can feed freely during wartime – They have been doing this  
for centuries and we can suppose that they could continue  
as long as mankind has an appetite for war. 

Our vampire/monster isn’t interested in fair maidens 
– they are simply blood-thirsty animals hellbent on the 
survival of their species, and war allows them to feed 
free and often. This makes our antagonists fearless and  
intriguing.





TONE
THE LOST PATROL is a gritty, action-packed and terrifying  
story, which combines the iconography of WWII with the 
Vampire/ Monster genre. 

It’s dark and gritty, with a vein of comic book coolness. 

An almost ALIENS tone. 
The tension and the suspense will grow painfully and then 
we will shock the audience with some well crafted and 
original set-pieces. 



TONE
It’s important to get all the WWII iconography accurate,  
uniforms vehicles etc. And then make the monsters 
real and terrifying. 

We don’t want to overdo the prosthetics so that we are  
looking at expressionless puppets. Filmgoers crave  
realism so the monsters will be in the mold of 30 DAYS 
OF NIGHT – using prosthetic and post in measured 
amounts we will make the characters distorted and 
evil. Large black eyes, razor-sharp little broken dirty 
teeth.

This film is SAVING PRIVATE RYAN meets 30 DAYS OF 
NIGHT.







Vampires in this story differ in many ways from their  
traditional counterparts: impaling them with a wooden 
stake will not, on its own, kill them; neither will exposing 
them to garlic.

They are monsters. 

Extremely resilient, capable of withstanding grenades  
detonating on their bodies, or surviving after losing 
half of their face to an explosion. They are not lustful or  
sexual creatures, their sole purpose is to feed and to  
survive, remaining undetected by the human race  
allowing their return during the next war. 

gruesome matchbetween thesoldiers and the monsters.

the monster



Our monsters have a trace of humanity pumping through 
their veins. Feeding on human blood is not only their  
savior, but ultimately their biggest weakness. Comparing 
their destruction to that of man on the battlefield, these 
monsters feel for their own, and protect their family as  
humans do.

Although our vampires have the superhuman strength of 
our mythological counterparts, ours are restricted by the 
physical incarnation into the human host of their choice. 
This makes for a more real and gruesome match between 
the soldiers and the monsters.

the monster





In a scene like this it’s straightforward to create organs 
that pump blood and move as they should when they spill 
out of the body.

As our movie is about Vampires we want to get into the  
details of the anatomy and the blood right down to the  
individual platelets in order to create a hook and visual 
style that gives this film its own signature. 

details





The approach is to create a visual story telling feast, which is both real and stylized - ‘Stylized Realism’. 
Finding this balance is key to attracting the mass audience and satisfying their appetite for horror.

We will have a very precise and calculated shooting plan whereby the camera is always set to generate the maximum amount of tension.

The pace of the film will be such that the audience is lulled into a false sense of security before dazzling moments of horror which at times 
will appear and disappear in a flash and in other instances will remain and persist with excruciating longevity.

The lighting will be highly cinematic with a Graphic Novel feel but still keeping the tones and hues of realism and the WWII look that we 
expect from a high end  Hollywood Blockbuster like SAVING PRIVATE RYAN.

The camera will be an extra man on the mission, quiet and thoughtful, up close and personal, learning the secrets that tell us who these 
soldiers are.

PHOTOGRAPHY / CAMERA







Rocked by the death of his wife back home and the horrors of D-Day, battle-weary SGT. TOM STEELE is a drunken mess and faces a  
court-martial. But when a scouting patrol led by his best friend disappears, Steele is offered one last chance to redeem himself. He’s 
ordered to take his 8-man squad to the French village of St. Croix to scout for Germans and to search for the missing patrol. 
 
En route to St. Croix, the squad takes deadly fire from a enemy sniper, hidden in the attic of a farmhouse. With little regard for his own 
life, Steele storms the farmhouse and takes out the gunman. Yet there’s something strange about this German because he survives his 
gruesome bullet wounds only to burst into flames. Deeply unnerved by the incident, Steele and his men continue towards St. Croix. 
 
The Americans reach St. Croix at dusk only to discover the village is deserted. It’s a ghost town. Determined to learn what happened to 
the lost patrol, Steele splits his squad into pairs and they search the dark, empty streets. In the crumbling church, Steele and his rookie 
medic, Pvt. Chapel, find a traumatized German soldier urging them to “take the heads.” Meanwhile, the rest of the squad fails to find 
anyone alive and they begin filtering into the church. Before long, however, Steele realizes two of his men are missing: Pvt. O’Malley and 
Pvt. Wells. 

Steele goes looking for the missing G.I.s and makes a horrific discovery. In a basement, he finds rows of corpses hanging from the ceiling,  
including a dead O’Malley and a dying Wells. Steele is tending to the wounded man when he’s attacked by a German soldier who seems 
strangely unaffected by bullets. 
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After skewering the enemy with a bayonet, Steele escapes back to the church with Wells and tells the rest of his squad what happened. 
Shortly thereafter, four strangers emerge from the shadows and stand outside the church. Watching. Waiting. Only when the shell-shocked 
German grabs a .45 and runs outside, gun blazing, do the G.I.s realize what they’re up against. They stare in absolute horror as the four  
strangers tear the German apart with fangs. 
 
Later, after one of Steele’s men fails to make it back to HQ and summon the cavalry, bottles of burning fuel are hurled through the church 
windows and the G.I.’s sanctuary becomes an inferno. Amid the fiery chaos, a French woman, Marie, opens a trap door and offers the 
Americans a refuge in a tunnel network beneath the village. She’s been hiding down there for days with her 8 year-old daughter. Steele 
and his squad hurry underground and debate how to fight this new, seemingly-unstoppable enemy. If they can survive until dawn, they just 
might have a chance. But whatever those monsters are, they seem hell-bent on hunting the G.I.s and eating them. Consequently, Steele’s 
battle for survival becomes the bloodiest and deadliest fight of his life... 
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